Networks of workstations (NOWs) provide an economical platform for high performance parallel computing. Such networks may comprise a variety of different types of workstations and network devices. This paper addresses the problem of efficient multicast in a heterogeneous communication model. Although the problem of finding optimal multicast schedules is known to be NP-complete in this model, a greedy algorithm has been shown experimentally to find good solutions in practice. In this paper we show that the greedy algorithm finds provably near-optimal schedules in polynomial time and that optimal schedules can be found in polynomial time when the number of distinct types of workstations is bounded by a constant. Specifically, this paper presents three results. First, when there are n workstations of some constant k distinct types, the greedy algorithm is shown to find schedules that complete at most a constant additive term later than optimal. Second, an algorithm is given that finds optimal schedules in time O(n 2k ). Finally, it is shown that for the general problem, the greedy algorithm finds solutions that complete the multicast in at most twice the optimal time.
INTRODUCTION
A number of communication models have been proposed to characterize the latencies incurred in message passing systems in general and networks of workstations (NOWs) in particular. For example, in the one-port model [9] , a node x takes one unit of time to send a message to any node y. After one unit of time has elapsed, node x and node y both have copies of the message. Therefore, during the second unit of time, x and y can concurrently send the message to other destination nodes. In this model, all communication takes place at unit time steps. More sophisticated communication models have recently been proposed to capture other parameters that contribute to the communication latency in message passing systems. Among these are the postal model [2] , the LogP model [5] , and extensions of these models [12] . Given a communication model and a multicast set S containing a source node and destination nodes, the objective of the multicast scheduling problem is to find a communication schedule that minimizes the time until all destination nodes have received the message. Such a schedule is known as an optimal multicast schedule. For example, in the one-port model a simple recursive doubling algorithm [4, 6, 9, 11] can be used to find an optimal multicast schedule. Optimal multicast algorithms are also known for several other homogeneous communication models in which all nodes are assumed to have identical latencies [2, 10, 12] . In the case of NOWs, the constituent workstations, networking devices, and communication protocols are frequently heterogeneous, resulting in varying computation and communication speeds. Thus, new communication models and multicast algorithms are required.
Banikazemi et al. [1] and Hall et al. [7] have independently proposed a heterogeneous node model which associates a single latency parameter, called the message initiation cost, with each node in the network. This cost accounts for the overhead involved in preparing the message for transmission. In this model a node x incurs its message initiation cost c(x) to send the message to any destination node, y. At time c(x), node y receives the message and may begin sending the message to another node, incurring its message initiation cost c(y). Concurrently, node x may send the message to another node, again incurring its message initiation cost c(x). Because wormhole or virtual cut-through routing are typically used in such networks, the network latency is largely independent of the location of the destination node in the network. Thus, the network latency can be incorporated into the message initiation cost. Although Hall et al. have shown that the problem of finding optimal multicasts is NP-complete in this model, Banikazemi et al. have shown experimentally that a greedy algorithm often finds near-optimal schedules.
In related work, Bhat et al. have proposed an alternative model that accounts for heterogeneity in both the nodes and the network [3] . This model is particularly well-suited for wide-area networks where network latencies over ''long haul'' links may be very different from those within a local area network. Itkis et al. have studied multicasting in a model in which all nodes are identical but a node may select one of several different ''services'' each time it sends a message, where each service has an associated latency and price [8] .
In this paper we show that provably near-optimal multicast schedules can be found in polynomial time. In particular, we begin by considering the case that the number of distinct types of workstations is some constant k. In this case, we show that the greedy algorithm [1, 7] finds multicasts schedules in time O(n log n) that are at most a constant additive term larger than optimal. We also show that an optimal multicast schedule can be found in time O(n 2k ). We then use these results to show that for the general problem in which there are an arbitrary number of types of workstations, the O(n log n) greedy algorithm finds solutions that are no worse than twice optimal. Extensions to other possible heterogeneous communication models are discussed in the last section.
PRELIMINARIES
A multicast set is a set S comprising a source node and one or more destination nodes. For each node v ¥ S, c(v) denotes the message initiation cost of node v. A multicast schedule for S is a directed tree T with one vertex for each node in S. The root of T corresponds to the source node and all remaining vertices correspond to destination nodes. Henceforth, we use ''node'' and ''vertex'' interchangeably. Each nonroot vertex v has exactly one incoming edge representing transmission of the message to v. Each nonleaf vertex v has one or more outgoing edges corresponding to transmissions of the message from v to other destination nodes. These edges are ordered from left to right to indicate the order, from first to last, in which v transmits the message to its children. Alternatively, we say that a list (w 1 , ..., w a ) is the arrival ordered list of children of v if v sends the message to node w i before sending to node w i+1 , 1 [ i < a.
The arrival time for node v, denoted t(v), is the time at which the message arrives at node v. The arrival time of the message at the root is, by definition, 0. For each nonleaf node v with the arrival ordered list of children (
The initiation time for the pair v, w i is defined to be t(w i ) − c(v), the time at which node v began incurring the message initiation cost for the message to be sent to node w i . Node v is said to initiate the message to node w i at time t(w i ) − c (v) . The completion time of a schedule T is max v ¥ T t(v), the earliest time at which all nodes have received the message. In some cases it will be convenient to label schedules T* where * is some string of symbols. In such cases, t*(x) denotes the arrival time of node x in this schedule.
The greedy algorithm proposed independently by Banikazemi et al. [1] and by Hall et al. [7] is performed by the source node as follows: Given a multicast set S, let multicast schedule T initially contain only the source node s ¥ S as the root. Let SOE=S − {s}. Identify a node v ¥ T that can complete transmission of the message as early as possible, breaking ties arbitrarily. Among all nodes in SOE identify one with minimum message initiation cost, breaking ties arbitrarily. Let w denote such a node. Node w is now removed from SOE and included in T as the next child of v. The process is repeated until SOE is empty. Lemma 1. The running tune of the greedy algorithm for a multicast set of n nodes is O(n log n).
Proof. The algorithm requires that the n − 1 destination nodes first be sorted in nondecreasing order of message initiation cost. This can be done in O(n log n) time. The nodes in schedule T can be maintained in a priority queue in which the key associated with each element in the priority queue is the earliest time at which the node can next complete transmission of the message. Initially, the source node s is inserted into an empty priority queue with the key equal to c(s) since this is the earliest time that the source node can complete transmission of the message. At each iteration of the algorithm, the node v with the smallest key is removed from the priority queue. Let t denote the value of the key for node v. The next node w ¥ SOE is now inserted into the priority queue with key equal to t+c(w). Next, node v is reinserted into the priority queue with key equal to t+c (v) . The process is repeated n − 1 times. By using a heap to implement the priority queue, each deletion and pair of insertions performed per iteration can be accomplished in O(log n) time. Thus the total running time is O(n log n). L Although the greedy algorithm is intuitively appealing, it is known to produce nonoptimal multicast schedules [1, 3] . Figure 1a shows the schedule found by the greedy algorithm, completing at time 10. Figure 1b shows an alternate schedule that completes at time 9.
A node v with arrival ordered list of children (
A multicast schedule is said to be non idling if it contains no idle nodes. Clearly, for any schedule T with one or more idle nodes, the schedule TOE constructed by removing the idle times from T has completion time no larger than that of T. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all schedules are henceforth assumed to be nonidling.
A multicast schedule T is said be monotonic if there does not exist a slow nonroot node in T that sends the message to a faster node. That is, a schedule T is monotonic if for every u, v ¥ T such that u is not the root of the tree, if (u, v) is a directed edge in T then c(u) [ c(v) . Note that by definition, every schedule produced by the greedy algorithm is monotonic. We now show that for every schedule T, there exists a corresponding monotonic schedule TOE such that the completion time of TOE is no larger than that of T. The thin edges represent a transmission to a single node while the thick edges indicate zero or more transmissions to an arrival ordered list of nodes. In this transformation, the subtree of T rooted at u is modified so that the parent of u now sends to v. Node v then sends the message to each of the elements of a, followed by u, followed by the elements of c. Transmissions from nodes in a, b, and c are unaltered as are all other transmissions in the schedule.
Lemma 2. For every schedule T for multicast set S there exists a monotonic schedule TOE for S such that the completion time of TOE is no larger than the completion time of T.
Let TOE denote the schedule constructed by performing this transformation on schedule T. We now show that the completion time of schedule TOE is less than or equal to that of T. Note that tOE(v)=t(u). Next, each node a i ¥ a receives the message earlier in TOE than in T since
Although tOE(u) > t(u), we observe that tOE(u)=tOE(v)+( | a | +1) × c(v) < t(u)+( | a | +1) × c(u)=t(v).
Thus, tOE(u) is less than the completion time of schedule T. Since all other nodes receive the message in TOE at least as early as in T, the completion time of TOE is no larger than that of T.
Each application of this transformation strictly reduces the number of pairs of nodes x, y ¥ T such that x is a nonroot ancestor of y but c(x) > c(y). Thus, a finite number of applications of the transformation yields a schedule in which no nonroot node sends the message to a faster node, resulting in a monotonic schedule whose completion time is no larger than that of the original schedule. L Without loss of generality, we henceforth restrict our attention to monotonic schedules. We now examine another property of multicast schedules. A multicast schedule T is said be layered if there does not exist a slow nonroot node in T that receives the message earlier than a faster nonroot node. That is, a schedule T is layered if for every pair of nonroot nodes
Note that by definition, every schedule produced by the greedy algorithm is layered. Unlike the monotonic property, it is not the case that every schedule has a corresponding layered schedule with the same or smaller completion time. However, we now give a lemma and a corollary which show that for any multicast set, the greedy algorithm produces schedules with the smallest completion time among all layered schedules. 
a schedule for S found by the greedy algorithm and let TOE denote any layered schedule for SOE. Then the completion time of T is no larger than the completion time of TOE.

Proof. Let t(s i ) and tOE(s
By way of contradiction, assume that the completion time of schedule TOE is less than that of Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 3 by letting S=SOE. L
MULTICAST FOR LIMITED HETEROGENEITY
Hall et al. [7] have shown that the optimal multicast problem is NP-complete for the heterogeneous node model. In practice, the number of distinct types of workstations in a heterogeneous NOW may be small although the number of workstations may be large. In this section we investigate networks in which there are an arbitrary number of nodes, n, but a limited number, k, of different types of workstations. We show that in this case the greedy algorithm constructs provably nearoptimal schedules. Moreover, optimal schedules can be found in polynomial time where the polynomial depends on k.
Let C(i) denote the message initiation cost for a node of type i,
We show that the greedy algorithm constructs schedules with completion times that are at most ;
In addition, we give an algorithm that finds optimal solutions in time O(n 2k ) where n is the number of nodes in the network.
We begin by considering the case that k=1. In this case, the heterogeneous node model reduces to the standard one-port model [9] in which all nodes send messages in synchronized steps. The aforementioned recursive doubling algorithm is known to be optimal for this model [4] . We observe that the greedy algorithm is equivalent to the recursive doubling algorithm in this case since it ensures that at each time step all nodes with the message send to nodes which have not yet received the message. Thus, the greedy algorithm is optimal for k=1.
For k=2 the greedy algorithm is no longer optimal as demonstrated in the example in Fig. 1 . We next show that for any multicast set, the greedy algorithm constructs a schedule whose message completion time is at most ; k − 1 i=1 C(i) larger than the completion time of the optimal schedule. For example, in the case that k=2, this implies that the greedy algorithm constructs a schedule whose completion time is at most C(1) larger than that of an optimal schedule, where C(1) is the message initiation cost of the fastest type of node in the network. The following lemma will be used to prove this result. 
. Let t(v) − t(u)=q × c(v)+r where q is a positive integer and 0 [ r < c(v).
Schedule TOE is constructed from T by exchanging nodes u and v. In addition, in TOE the arrival ordered list of children of u becomes (a q+1 , ..., a a ) while the arrival ordered list of children of v becomes (a 1 , ..., a q ) p b where p is the list concatenation operator. If a [ q then u has no children and v sends the message to the arrival ordered list a p b. This transformation is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The first two properties from the lemma follow by the definition of TOE.
Next, we show that the completion time of TOE is no larger than that of T.
By definition, a [ q and thus q \ 1. If r > a × (c(u) − c(v)) then t(v) − t(u)= q × c(v)+r > a × c(u)+(q − a) × c(v) \ a × c(u) and thus t(v) − t(u) > a × c(u), contradicting the assumption of the lemma. Thus r [ a × (c(u) − c(v)) [ q × (c(u) − c(v)). We now examine each node whose arrival time may have changed as a result of applying the transformation. First, for 1 [ i [ q, tOE(a i )=tOE(v)+i × c(v)= t(u)+i × c(v) < t(u)+i × c(u)=t(a i ). For i > q, tOE(a i )=tOE(u)+(i − q) × c(u)=t(v)+ (i − q) × c(u) whereas t(a i )=t(u)+i × c(u). Thus, tOE(a i ) − t(a i )=t(v) − t(u) − q × c(u)=q × c(v)+r − q × c(u)=r − q × (c(u) − c(v)). Since r [ q × (c(u) − c(v)), this quantity is at most zero. Finally, for each b i ¥ b, t(b i )=t(v)+i × c(v) whereas tOE(b i ) [ tOE(v)+(q+i) × c(v)=t(u)+(q+i) × c(v), with inequality due to the possibility that a [ q. Thus, tOE(b i ) − t(b i ) [ t(u) − t(v)+q × c(v)= − r [ 0.
Since the nodes in a and b receive at least as early in TOE as in T, the descendants of these nodes also receive at least as early in TOE as in T. Nodes u and v exchange arrival times and no other nodes in T are affected by this transformation. Consequently, the completion time of TOE is no larger than that of T.
Finally, we show that since T is monotonic, TOE is monotonic as well. All children of v in T are also children of v in TOE. Nodes a 1 , . .
., a q are children of u in T and children of v in TOE. Since c(v) < c(u), by the monotonicity of T it follows that c(v) < c(a i
The only remaining nodes that must be considered are p u and p v , the parents of nodes u and v in T, respectively. Node p v sends to node u in TOE. Proof. A schedule T is said to satisfy property P i if:
Since c(p v ) [ c(v) by the monotonicity of T and c(v) < c(u), it followsthatc(p v ) < c(u).Finally,p u ,sendstovinTOE.Sincet(p u ) < t(u) < t(v),ifc(p u ) > c(v) then t(p u ) < t(v) and c(p u ) > c(v) but t(p u ) < t(u), contradicting the assumption of the lemma that u is the node with the smallest value of t(u) such that t(u) < t(v) and c(u) > c(v). Thus, c(p u
(1) T is monotonic and . Moreover, property P k implies that T k is a layered schedule. Corollary 1 implies that the schedule found by the greedy algorithm completes at least as early as this layered schedule.
(2) For each node u ¥ S with c(u) < C(i), t(u) [ t(v) for all nonroot nodes v such that c(u) < c(v).
Let
Schedule T 1 trivially satisfies property P 1 . The transformation from T i to T i+1 is performed as a sequence of steps as follows: Consider the forest induced by removing from T i the root node and all nodes with message initiation costs less than C(i). Introduce temporarily the smallest possible delay in the arrival time at the root of each tree in this forest so that the arrival time becomes an integer multiple of C(i).
Note that each such delay is strictly smaller than C(i). Denote this schedule by T.
Schedule T may contain idle nodes due to the introduced delays. In T, each node with message initiation cost of C(i) receives the message at a time equal to an integer multiple of C(i) since by the monotonicity of T i each such node is either a root of a tree in the forest or is on a path of nodes with message initiation costs C(i) rooted at a node with message initiation cost C(i). Let v be a node of type i and let u be a node with smallest value t
(u) such that t(u) < t(v) and c(u) > c(v)=C(i), if such a pair of nodes exists. Then t(u) is also an integer multiple of C(i) since by the monotonicity of T
i such a node is either the root of a tree in the forest or is at the end of a path of nodes all with message initiation costs of C(i). a × c(u) . By Lemma 4, schedule T can be transformed into a monotonic schedule in which v receives the message earlier than u and the completion time of this new schedule is no larger than that of T. Moreover, since the transformation affects only the subtrees rooted at the two exchanged nodes only a finite number of applications of this transformation are required until all nodes of type i receive the message at least as early as all nodes with message initiation costs larger than C(i). Denote this schedule by T is monotonic. Moreover, the arrival times at nodes with message initiation costs less than C(i) are unchanged by this transformation and nodes with message initiation costs equal to C(i) now have arrival times that are less than or equal to the arrival times of nodes with larger message initiation costs. Thus, schedule T node v receives the message at least as early as node u when the delays are removed. Thus, T i+1 satisfies property P i+1 . The transformation from T i to T i+1 introduces a delay of less than C(i) in the multicast completion time. Thus, the completion time of T k is at most ;
Thus, t(v) − t(u)=a × c(v) for some positive integer a. Since c(u) > c(v), t(v) − t(u) <
C(i) larger than the completion time of optimal schedule T 1 . Schedule T k is layered and therefore by Corollary 1 the greedy algorithm produces a schedule with completion time no larger than that of T k .
L
In some cases it may be desirable to find optimal multicast schedules. In particular, for small values of k it may be practical and desirable to precompute the table of all optimal schedules. We now show that for any fixed constant k, the optimal multicast problem for n nodes of k distinct types can be solved in time y(s, i 1 , . .., i k ) represent the minimum time required to perform a multicast from a source of type s,
denotes the message initiation cost of a node of type i. Our algorithm is based on the following lemma. , y 1 , ..., y a , . .., y k )+C(s),
Proof. 
Thus, for a network with small k it may be desirable to precompute the dynamic programming table and annotate each entry in the table with the optimal schedule. In this way, an optimal schedule can subsequently be found in constant time for any multicast in this network.
AN APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM FOR THE GENERAL PROBLEM
In this section we show that the greedy algorithm is an approximation algorithm for the multicast problem with a ratio bound of two. In other words, for any multicast set the completion time of the schedule produced by the greedy algorithm is no more than twice the completion time of the optimal schedule. This result is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Let S be a multicast set and let T be a nonidling schedule for S. Let u, v be two nonroot nodes in T such that t(u) < t(v) and c(u)=a × c(v)
for some positive integer a. Then there exists a schedule TOE satisfying the following properties: Proof. Let a=(a 1 , ..., a a ) and b=(b 1 , ..., b b ) denote the arrival ordered list of children of nodes u and v, respectively, in schedule T. 
where p is the list concatenation operator. Node u sends the message to the list (b
). The transformation is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The first three properties of the lemma follow by construction of TOE. We now show that the completion time of TOE is no larger than that of T. 
Consider first the nodes b (a i ) . Therefore, the completion time of TOE is no larger than that of T. L Theorem 3. For any multicast set S, the greedy algorithm produces a schedule with completion time no larger than twice that of an optimal solution.
Proof. For a given multicast set S, let OPT denote the completion time of an optimal schedule and let GREEDY denote the completion time of the schedule produced by the greedy algorithm. Let f denote the minimum message initiation cost over all nodes in S. Let SOE be the multicast set constructed as follows: For each u ¥ S, introduce a corresponding uOE in set SOE such that c(uOE)=2 k × f for the smallest integer value k such that 2 k × f \ c(u). Let OPTOE and GREEDYOE denote the completion times of an optimal schedule and a greedy schedule, respectively, for set SOE. Since c(uOE) [ 2 × c(u) for each node u ¥ S, OPTOE [ 2 × OPT. Let T OPTOE be an optimal schedule for SOE. Since the message initiation cost of each node in SOE is a power of two, Lemma 6 can be applied to any pair of nodes uOE, vOE ¥ SOE such that uOE receives the message before vOE in T OPTOE but c(uOE) > c (vOE) . Since the transformation of Lemma 6 affects only the subtrees rooted at the exchanged nodes, a finite number of applications of the transformation can be applied to transform T OPTOE into a layered schedule for SOE with completion time OPTOE. By Corollary 1, the greedy algorithm finds a schedule for SOE with completion time OPTOE. By Lemma 3, GREEDY [ GREEDYOE. Thus, OPT [ GREEDY [ GREEDYOE=OPTOE [ 2 × OPT. L
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have considered the problem of multicasting in the heterogeneous node model. We have shown that for a fixed number of workstation types, each with a fixed message initiation cost, a greedy algorithm can be used to find solutions that are within a constant additive term of optimal. We have also shown that optimal solutions can be found in polynomial time where the polynomial depends on the number of workstation types. Finally, we have shown that for the general problem, a greedy algorithm finds solutions that are within a factor of two of optimal.
It is unknown whether the bounds on the approximation algorithms presented here are tight and this is a topic for future research. Another natural question is whether similar results can be obtained for other heterogeneous communication models. For example, one possible extension of the LogP model [5] to heterogeneous networks associates with each node v a sending overhead o s (v), receiving overhead o r (v), and a gap g (v) , specifying the amount of time that node v is busy sending a message, receiving a message, and the gap between consecutive sends or receives at that node. The O(n 2k ) dynamic programming algorithm described in Section 3 can be adapted for this communication model. On the other hand, the approximation algorithms described here do not generalize to this model. The search for multicast algorithms in such models is an important field for further study. In addition, similar optimization problems arise in other collective communication operations and these problems also present a wide and interesting area for future research.
